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Abstract

Software products used in the critical infrastructure (CI) and command and control (C2) realms have very long lifecycles and have many interfaces that are crucial for secure interoperability and networked use. When exposed to the shorter lifecycles of the commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software used within, new approaches are needed to keep these products secure.

Many common software components have shorter lifecycles than the CI/C2 products using them. An inherent security debt develops if vendors creating the systems do not keep up updating underlying components. Newer security testing methods might also find new security issues on old software that are not anymore under constant development.

Another source for security debt are changes in environment in which the system is operated in, and the assumptions of the typical usage of the product: Adding new network links, bringing in new data streams and new ways of using the system may seem simple and straightforward changes but may bring the security of the whole system under serious threat.

Exploitation of security debt in the software can become a black swan event, highly unexpected, and with severe consequences, if the end user is not aware of the risk. To address the security debt in critical long-lifecycle software, this paper suggests a sustainable long-term approach: Firstly, a highly automated robustness testing setup is proposed to constantly assess the most critical interfaces of the system. Secondly, a periodical threat analysis is applied to the product to detect the subtle changes in the usage and the environment.
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1. Introduction

Extended lifecycle systems

Traditionally specific fields of industry plan for extended usage of their products: e.g. defense, aircraft, maritime, power plants and grids, and the Critical Infrastructure (CI) in general. The emergence of software in workstations used for overall control and user interfaces, or multitude of controllers tightly integrated to almost every part of the system, have brought whole new kind of complexity to the scene.

Quality or lack of security requirements will continue to be one of the most significant challenges on the security posture of all software [1]. Deficiencies in security requirements can steer the development work to take too much technical debt¹ in the form of suboptimal security architecture or by the lack of applying any measures of security development life cycle (SDLC) altogether. If the technical debt related to security is not appropriately addressed during the development time, the result is an end product with uncontrolled amount of security debt². [2]-[4] Very long product lifecycles - from ten to tens of years - can have a multiplier effect on the security debt catalyzed by the non-optimal requirements. [2]

In this paper two of these emphasized challenges are identified: Firstly the security effects of having limited lifecycle components – COTS or self-built – within complex long lifecycle products is discussed. Secondly, the effects of the changes in environment, usage, and functionality in the light of security posture of the product are debated.

According to Taleb in [5], a black swan event is “highly unexpected by the observer, carries large consequences, and is subjected to ex-post rationalization”. A large security incident caused by unmanaged security debt fits perfectly to the definition: The results can be catastrophic to the user who thinks everything was under control, and the particular event could have been avoided by fixing a single bug or configuration error.

In addition to the practical discussion of the very useful security debt metaphor, this papers main contributions include threat analysis approach adapted to the end user of CI system, and a long term robustness testing concept created to help reducing security debt in extended lifecycle products.

¹ Technical debt metaphor is defined by Ernst et al as “a design or construction approach that is expedient in the short term but that creates technical context in which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now, including increased cost over time” [10]

² Geer and Wysopal define the security debt as the measure of security flaws left unfixed or unpatched existing in the code that can be exploited maliciously. [2] A whitepaper by Whitehouse et al[4] provides a thorough analysis of the impact of security debt to the software development.
To illustrate the impacts of these challenges and the proposed solutions to them an abstract Long Lifecycle Product 1 (LLP1) in the defense industry is defined as follows:

- LLP1 has multiple physical subsystems with different roles. Each subsystem has at least one control target, which implements the desired end functionality of the system. The whole product is operated using at least one Control workstation (WS).
- LLP1 uses a mainstream embedded operating system (OS) on the subsystems, with custom software (SW) included on top of the OS.
- LLP1 uses an mainstream workstation (WS) OS on control stations, with custom software included on top of the OS.
- LLP1 uses IP communications on internal network.
- LLP1 is used initially in a stand-alone fashion and is not supposed to communicate anything outside the network.

LLP1 is shown as a block diagram in Figure 1.

![Block diagram of LLP1](image)

**Figure 1: Long Lifecycle Product 1 (LLP1)**

**Short lifecycle components in complex long lifecycle products**

On the creation of buildings, mechanics, and electromechanics of the extended lifecycle infrastructure, the longevity is traditionally assumed from the beginning of the project. The risk of obsolescence – the part becoming un-procurable from manufacturer [6] - is actively managed with long support contracts, and proper documentation. However, when the system involves electronics, embedded controllers, computers and especially software, the extended lifecycle has to be specifically addressed to ensure the component compatibility, bug fixes, and in general the maintainability of the system. According to Muñoz [7] software obsolescence can take place in three main areas: Skills, Media, and Software COTS effects. Skills area refers to skills, knowledge and information required creating, supporting, or modifying the software. For very long lifecycle products like aircraft, also the data storage formats and media are an issue if not properly managed and maintained. The most significant risk that could lead to obsolescence is the composition of the system software itself, including self-created, commercial-off-the-self (COTS) and open source (OSS) parts of software.
The COTS or OSS parts, subsystems, and software libraries are of primary concern, as they typically have their own shorter lifecycles that the CI system they are used in. When such component reaches the end of its lifecycle and it is not maintained anymore, its replacement might require different toolchain, and have different – even conflicting – dependencies, or might lack the support of the needed hardware, making it very hard, and costly to integrate[7], [8]. In practice, the developers may make a conscious decision to leave the component as it is, and counting on that new security bugs would not emerge to the old software. This act of taking the conscious risk decision is called taking technical debt [9], [10], or in case of security posture of the system, security debt [2]. In practice it is a widespread practice to leave some software modules behind without any direct maintenance. Sometimes there are already many old libraries present in the software on the moment it is released, as Eronen has found in his paper "Patched but still vulnerable - code rot in popular applications" [11].

In-house built software without significant COTS subsystems can also accumulate security debt in a similar fashion. The reason to this is usually architectural as development of new features might lead to substantial unwanted refactoring of existing codebase. In this case the manufacturer might decide to take in technical debt to catch the planned time to release or in general to save in development costs. These kinds of risk decisions accumulate and if not mitigated can add up to significant risk during the extended lifecycle of CI system.

For many CI systems unmanaged software obsolescence and resulting security debt is an unsolved challenge; The CI projects are much better equipped to manage and minimize the possibilities of obsolescence in hardware and electronics than in software[7].

Figure 2 illustrates the situation of LLP1 after some time has passed from the deployment. There might be already outdated software within the subsystems, or there might be a long time since the custom software parts of the system have been tested with the newest robustness\(^3\) testing tools.

---

\(^3\) IEEE has defined software robustness as the degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions. [12]
To find ways to manage the effects of having software components with short lifecycles in complex long lifecycle products the following research question has to be answered:

**RQ1: In which ways the end user of long lifecycle critical infrastructure (CI) system can address the security debt caused by software components with shorter lifecycles?**

**Changes in usage and environment**

The changes in the operating environment and the usage are the central challenges of extended lifecycle systems. Examples of these could be added network connectivity and functionality, changes in physical operating area, changes in operator training and background, or changes in security landscape via emergence of new attack tools and malware, and crypto algorithm weaknesses.

Individually these changes can be small, but when accumulated over the time they can broaden the vulnerable attack surface of the system, undermine the security principles of the original systems, or even lay groundwork for a black swan -like event, which has not been anticipated at all by any of the involved.

To illustrate the types of changes that can occur, we can use our LLP1 -system as an example. Let’s consider following changes to the system in a Middle Life Update 1 (MLU1):

- A network link has been introduced which connects the system with an external computer server for providing metrics and status information to the Network Operations Centre (NOC).
- A new wireless link technology has been introduced which allows more flexible configuration of the system in the field
- The physical housing of the product changes so that the control workstations can be co-located with other control equipment used in the field, which means that the control workstations are not physically as protected as before.

Figure 3: is an illustration of the LLP1 with the MLU1 changes
To find concrete concepts for the CI system maintainer to address the effects of changes in the usage patterns and the systems working environment the following research question has to be answered:

**RQ2: What are the best ways to manage the effects of significant changes in the CI system, its working environment or its usage?**

### 2. Related work and research methods

#### 2.1 Research questions and hypothesis

The first chapter introduced the challenges and the related research questions:

**RQ1: In which ways the end user of long lifecycle critical infrastructure (CI) system can address the security debt caused by software components with shorter lifecycles?**

**RQ2: What are the best ways to manage the effects of significant changes in the CI system, its working environment or its usage?**

With the present knowledge of the field, a following hypotheses was drafted:

The maintenance of a complex Critical Infrastructure (CI) system has to take tools and methodologies from the software research and development in to use to address security debt and manage the changes of system environment during long lifecycle of the product.

The chosen methodology in this paper was to do an iterative literature review to find the existing work done within the area and to find whether the given hypothesis can be argued.

#### 2.2 Methodology

Based on the research questions and hypothesis the literature search was concentrated on the following areas: Technical debt, Security debt, Software obsolescence and COTS in long lifecycle products, Threat analysis and emulation, Software robustness testing, Robustness testing automation, antifragility and Black Swan events in context of software products. The source databases used were IEEE Xplorer, ScienceDirect and Google scholar. The terms were cross-referenced with the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology when possible.[12]

As a result total of 74 articles were chosen by relevance. These include 12 Journal articles, four surveys, 36 conference articles, five magazine articles, eight books, four thesis and five web documents.
2.3 Results of Literature Review

The technical debt was a lot researched issue in extended lifecycle systems, as were different types of obsolescence. Software obsolescence, as opposed with mechanical part- and electronics obsolescence, has been widely ignored in practice. Software obsolescence was connected in many cases to the use of COTS software. The relationship between technology debt, security vulnerabilities and defect is analyzed thoroughly by Nord et al. in [13]. Security debt is brought as a new term as a subset of technical debt by Geer et al. [2], [3]. A whitepaper by Whitehouse et al. [4] provides a thorough analysis of the impact of security debt to the software development. As the security breaches and incidents have caused substantial impacts during the last decade, the security debt has much more quantifiable value than the technical debt, or product quality as an abstract term. [2], [3], [6]-[10], [13]-[22]

Most current threat modeling publications adopt at least partially the approach introduced in Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle (SDL). In the SDL, STRIDE threat model is used to discover the threats using the following categories:

- Spoofing
- Tampering
- Repudiation
- Information Disclosure
- Denial of service
- Elevation of privilege

Further in the process, a DREAD model is used to further score the identified threats rating them in the following areas:

- Damage potential
- Reproducibility
- Exploitability
- Affected users
- Discoverability

Later on, Microsoft has tried to make the process more approachable for wider audience with the help of online, and even physical facilitation tools [23], [24]. Excellent walkthroughs of these methods are available from Microsoft and Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [23], [25], and they are discussed in approachable manner by Steven in [26]. A summary of further threat analysis methods is done by Hussain et al. in [27]. While threat modeling is considered to be an essential tool in product creation, it is rarely applied in customer perspective. It is to be noted that a large number of publications about threat analysis and modeling are case studies of applying the technique to individual product or a product class, and were excluded from the references. [21], [23], [25]-[33]

Software robustness testing publications are saturated with descriptions and further evolutionary modifications of distinct fuzzing tools. The recent years have shown the effects of significant investment to the field: Now the approach is more scientific, concentrating to maximizing the ability to find execution paths through the application, as well as to maximize the code coverage for the

---

4 Fuzz testing or fuzzing is a software testing technique, which basically consists in finding implementation bugs using malformed/semi-malformed data injection in an automated fashion
actual fuzz testing activity. There is also push for common methods for evaluating the fuzzers. [1], [34]-[54]

As the quality of the software still varies a lot, there are two distinct classes of applying the robustness testing tools: Low hanging fruits, like applying fuzz testing or other new methodology for the first time – this often yields swift and concrete results. The other distinct end of the spectrum is the push to maximize the tool performance in finding the rare but significant bugs in already very robust software with large fleets of fuzzing instances, innovative ways to instrument the target code and millions of executions. This end also drives for higher automation over interactive investigative approach, and has resulted also deeper integration of the tools to the development workflow, be it Continuous Integration (CI), DevOps\(^5\) [55], or agile – or combination of all of these. [1], [11], [32], [43], [48], [55]-[65]

The Taleb's black swan theory applies well to the realm of complex critical software products: Software bugs are always present, they are hard to predict, and they can lead to high profile events beyond the realm of reasonable expectations of the product authors or the end users. These kind of black swans manifest in failures of large software projects, and also in the high profile security bugs, and massive data leaks. There are many approaches to tackle the black swan –like events: Increasing the robustness and ruggedness by changing the architecture, product creation methods and testing strategies. Taleb's own concept of antifragility takes the concept even further: Antifragile systems are designed to assume failures and external shocks, and to get stronger by them. [15], [66]-[73]

\(^5\) DevOps as defined in [55] by Dyck et al “is an organizational approach that stresses empathy and cross-functional collaboration within and between teams in software development organizations, in order to operate resilient systems and accelerate delivery of changes.”
### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Overview

The literature review results support the research hypothesis: Tools typically used in R&D phase - like threat analysis and software robustness testing - can also be applied in the product end-user perspective.

The technical debt is typically known, and at least partially managed within a R&D process. Usually it does not manifest itself to the end user if managed properly. However, the effects of security debt are shared more evenly between the vendor and the end user. In fact, when unmanaged and unknown, large amounts of security debt can easily result in catastrophic, black swan –type events to the end user.

Especially in the realm of critical infrastructure, where there is a tradition to take good care of hardware obsolescence, these tools can help to create similar processes for the increasing number of software components that are in risk of obsolescence be it the lack of updates, compatibility, poor quality of code, or other sources of technical or security debt.

In this chapter, threat analysis is described based on the literature review in subsection 3.2. As a new contribution, threat analysis framework is introduced, modified to suit the end user perspective in (subsection) 3.3. Further on, software robustness testing in R&D is described in (subsection 3.4). Building on that knowledge, a lifelong robustness testing concept is laid out, which is meant as a tool for the end user to take active role in managing the hidden, yet known vulnerabilities of the critical software.

The identified challenges are addressed with the combination of integrating periodical threat analysis process to the CI system ownership, and by creating the ability to conduct sustained, highly automated robustness testing to the most critical interfaces of the system thereby fortifying these interfaces even further. The end user seldom has complete visibility to the internal complexities of the system, but with these tools it can have much more level and active relationship with the system manufacturer.

#### 3.2 Threat analysis

**Threat analysis in R&D**

OWASP guide to Application Thread Modeling [25] introduces the subject as follows

> "Threat modeling is an approach for analyzing the security of an software application. It is a structured approach that enables one to identify, quantify, and address the security risks associated with an application. Threat modeling is not an approach to reviewing code, but it does complement the security code review process""

The process of threat modeling is described as follows in [25]:

1. **Decompose the system**: Gain an understanding of the system and how it interacts with external entities. It is considered a good practice to create data flow diagrams (DFDs) that show different paths through the system, highlighting the privilege boundaries.
2. **Determine and rank threats:** Using the DFD graphs as a starting point, identify the threats using a threat categorization methodology such as STRIDE, or Application Security Frame (ASF). The threats are ranked using a value-based risk model such as DREAD, or less subjective qualitative risk model based on general risk factors.

3. **Determine countermeasures and mitigation:** In this phase countermeasures and mitigations are identified to each of the risks. In this phase the threats and risks can be prioritized in a way that is most relevant to the case (e.g. business risk).

When implemented during the R&D phase in the way suggested by [25], [27] the threat modeling produces information that help the overall management and the communication of the security posture of the product. The arguments raised against applying the process are often related to the expenses, especially the human resource usage. The early versions of Microsoft proposal have been reported to require security professionals with specific expertise to succeed [26], [31]. In addition to find the right combination of people doing the analysis, the failure to scope the work properly can have ambiguous and inconclusive results.

There are many adaptations of the process, such as integrating it to agile product creation [32], using different tools like card games [24], abuser stories, as well as graphical and quantitative tools.[27]

### 3.3 Threat analysis framework for CI end product

**The premise for threat analysis from the customer perspective**

When applying the threat emulation process from the software product customer perspective there are apparent limitations when compared to what the product creator can do in the R&D phase:

- The lack of knowledge from the internal architecture of a product: Typically the end user is aware of the external interfaces of the system, the ways to configure the system, and the external dependencies and main modules of which the product is constructed (at least as far as the configuration is concerned). The detailed architectural choices may be hidden from the view.
- The end users deal with the finished product: The chosen security architecture with the controls, countermeasures and mitigations cannot usually be changed.
- The end user has limited set of mitigations and countermeasures. In practice the end user is limited to tools external to the target system, the system configuration and how the operators of the product are trained.

It would seem that the actions the end user can take would be insufficient. However, the threat emulation can make a big difference to the security posture of the overall system, and it can help the maintainer to make much more informed choices during the lifecycle of the product:

- Even when treating the system as a black box, the threat emulation work can give essential information about the product: The focus of the process can be on the unique usage environment where the system is used in, and on evaluating the assumptions of the known security controls.
- Threat analysis process can help clarifying the assumptions of the privilege and trust boundaries of different parts of the system, and of the different user roles that interact with the system. This knowledge helps identifying the most critical interfaces of the system, robustness of which can be challenged by own robustness testing processes.
• The analysis made from the customer perspective gives the owner and maintainer excellent material for the dialog with the product creator and vendor. It also helps maintaining the security posture in the requirements for middle life updates planned for the product.
• The information helps considerably handling the potential security incidents as in many cases the impact of breach in different parts of system is already known.

**Suggestion: The periodical threat analysis**

The suggestion of threat analysis work for the extended lifecycle CI system can be laid out in two phases: More extensive *Initial threat analysis* (phase 1) which is executed during and right after the procurement, and iterative *threat analysis update (phase 2)* which is performed preferably periodically, or at least when system is updated with new functionality or with new usage patterns.

**The initial threat analysis (phase 1)** is conducted in the process of the system procurement and integration, preferably before the system is taken into use as the results of it can be used to add threat mitigations to the usage training, and the production configuration of the system.

To conduct the initial threat analysis it is needed to gather together knowledgeable personnel from the following categories: End-user/instructor, Product owner, product maintenance representative, manufacturer representative, and possibly a facilitator who will help to ensure the comprehensiveness of the process. It is advisable to cycle new people to get new ideas. Enough time and peaceful setting should be given for the team to help the process. During the workshop, the following steps should be followed:

**Step 1:** The primary system requirements are captured in the form of use cases for the system. The use cases should cover all the primary functionality and the operators.

**Step 2:** The threat modeling process is executed as described in [25] but by treating the target system as a black box with external interfaces with the environment, neighbor systems and the operators interacting with the system. The use cases of the system are used as help to determine the impacts of the threats. If known at the time of the analysis, the top-level threat models of the other systems communicating with the current target can be used as a reference.

  a. For the mitigations, concentrate on the operator instructions, the end user configuration, and robustness testing.
  b. The risk list is compiled so that it can be shared and further discussed with the system manufacturer. Even though some risks would be escalated to the manufacturer, they should always be mitigated or accepted by the product owner.

**Step 3:** A specific list of the most critical interfaces is compiled for guiding the robustness testing efforts.

**Step 4:** The results of the initial threat modeling are augmented with the Bill of Materials (BOM) analysis of all the system software. The result of this work should be the list of internal library components and their versions with the current vulnerability status. This data is also composed to be shared with the manufacturer and the robustness testing actors.
The threat analysis update (phase 2) is more about the review of the security posture, and to comprehend the impact of the changes that apply to the overall system since the last iteration. The composition of the team doing the analysis should be similar as in the initial phase.

**Step 1:** If any parts of software have changed, redo the BOM analysis (phase 1 step 4). Augment the results with the latest vulnerability feeds.

**Step 2:** Go through and acknowledge the evident changes in the system, system dependencies, usage and its usage environment. Specifically look for

a. Software obsolescence and code rot
b. Added architectural complexity

**Step 3:** Go through the old identified threats and state the validity in the perspective of the changes in first two steps.

**Step 4:** Brainstorm the possibility and content of new threats.

**Step 5:** Go through the identified threats and quantify them in an agreed fashion

**Step 6:** Go through the results of the long-term robustness testing work that has been done since the last iteration of threat analysis.

a. Augment the list of threats with the results
b. Scope the long-term robustness testing work for the next period.

**Step 7:** Make decisions in the light of the resulting list of threats.

In addition to the quantified and accepted list of threats to the system, and the risks or security debt they pose, the end result of the threat analysis work can be

- Changes in documentation, training and the constraints set for the use of the system
- Changes in requirements toward next version or more substantial middle life update (MLU)
- Shortlist of interfaces which should be under constant robustness testing
- Decisions about end of operational life of the system with suggestions of procedures of replacing it

In our LLP1 example system one result of the threat analysis work performed after the MLU1 changes identified some interfaces to be critical in the sense that security vulnerability on their implementation could directly expose the internal functionality of the system to possible attacks from external sources. Therefore they are good candidates for long-term robustness testing effort. The chosen interfaces are illustrated in Figure 4:
3.3 Lifecycle-long robustness testing

Software Robustness testing

Software robustness is defined in [50] as follows:

“Robustness testing. Informally, robustness can be defined as the ability of a software to keep an “acceptable” behavior, expressed in terms of robustness requirements, in spite of exceptional or unforeseen execution conditions (such as the unavailability of system resources, communication failures and invalid or stressful inputs. Such a feature is particularly important for software critical applications those execution environment cannot be fully foreseen at development time.”

The term "robustness testing" was first used by the Ballista project at Carnegie Mellon University [57]. Most of the modern fuzzers (robustness testing tools) use the same basic principle than in Ballista for finding actual errors: supplying the target software interface with input that is intentionally broken. This approach was developed further by PROTON project and its successors experimenting with different ways to infer, model, and break the inputs and with significant results. [33], [45], [46], [49], [63], [74]. Later on, the effectiveness of the fuzzing tools has been significantly improved with the emphasis on the execution speed in test automation and the target of maximizing the code coverage reached with the fuzzing tool.

An example of “bleeding edge” of the fuzzing tools can be considered to be American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) tool, and libfuzzer and their variants [42], [54], [59]. The critical success factors of the tools have been
the ease of use and integrated automation of code coverage maximization through target code instrumentation or emulation. These tools have been used to find new high profile security vulnerabilities, like Heartbleed [62], even in the software that has been considered very robust, and been exposed to very hostile treatment for decades.

The modern way to use fuzzing tools is to integrate them into the product creation environment. In this way all the external interfaces in the software have undergone at least some elementary robustness testing. It is speculated that in the future the testing work can be automated to the degree that the computer systems could test and fix their own code. For practical applications this is still out of reach, or applied only in simplified laboratory environment. Nevertheless, the events like Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Cyber Grand Challenge [75] have been showcasing this technology and its progress.

### 3.4 Automating the robustness testing for the CI systems

The suggested approach in this paper is to concentrate the customer robustness testing efforts to the most critical interfaces that should be in the very robust state in the first phase. The new software faults found in the implementation of those interfaces could be considered as very improbable but with the very high impact – typical black swan events.

Following the hypothesis, one should be able to apply robustness testing to the critical interfaces of CI system for extended periods of time. As noted before the automation and the effectiveness of the testing tools are increasing. Nevertheless, there are still specific challenges to overcome:

**The test automation optimization for very long test runs:** To achieve very long robustness testing runs the test setup has to be very robust by itself, while still being scalable and flexible. This means keeping memory and other resource consumption in control, and being able to autonomously and seamlessly save the state of the fuzzing effort to continue with fresh environment should the resource anomalies arise. The performance drawbacks from this approach could be compensated with scaling the number of parallel test runs and the sustainable extended execution of the test.

**Minimizing the false positives and ambiguous results:** The traditional robustness testing is interactive work, and longer test runs on unstable interfaces may produce lots of noise: High number of false positives and weird but harmless behavior that is hard to replicate. Should the system be prone to generate a lot of false positives significant efforts has to be made to the testing automation and the automated processing of the raw results.

Ways to minimize these kinds of findings include

- **Strict monitoring of the target system resource usage**
- **Separate training period monitoring the normal usage of the product**
- **More in-depth instrumentation of the code which could help detecting preconditions for complex errors**
- **More profound isolation of different test cases.**

Should the amount of ambiguous cases stay high, or should the needed isolation slow down the testing too much to be feasible, might argue for using more interactive, intensive and shorter test strategy instead of lifecycle-long mostly automated testing.
Choosing the right metrics for the extended test runs: The metrics gathered from the testing have to contribute to the long-term goals in addition to just state the obvious findings: Depending on the target system one can accumulate the statistics based on code coverage, input space coverage, secondary indicators (resource usage, responsiveness, generic error handling). Eventually, the metrics collected from the testing should validate that the continuation of the activity has theoretical possibilities to find new errors.

The triage and practical follow-up of the results for old parts of the software: Many components of the extended lifecycle CI system software can be considered to be in the maintenance mode, and the manufacturers support on technical issues can be slow or nonexistent. If the response times to triage new findings from an old COTS library grow considerably, one has to make decisions when to call the library obsolete and start refactoring even if the issues found in testing would not be conclusive.

In the context of our example system, the Figure 5 illustrates the interfaces that were chosen for long-term robustness testing using the threat analysis results of LLP1 MLU1: The external network interface of the Gateway, the external network interface of control workstation, and the interface facing the internal network of the Subsystem.

Each of the chosen interfaces would be tested in isolated test setup. The control workstation would be tested on virtual machine (VM), the target Subsystem and Gateway might need a particular setup including the instrumentation of physical device.

Independent on the actual target, the robustness test setup would be built up incrementally in following way:

I. First the robustness of the chosen interface would be validated with interactive robustness testing with traditional fuzz-testing tools, which are able to generate network traffic. In this setup, the stability of the test tooling itself and the target would be confirmed.

II. During the first sessions, also the resource usage is monitored for the more extended test runs. Ability to save the state/seed of the testing and to be able to continue from the same situation is verified, as the target system might have to be periodically reset if the fuzzing slowly consumes resources.

III. The leap to really long test periods requires choosing the metrics, which would confirm the slow progress of the testing effort through the input and target state space. The metrics to consider: Target code coverage and fuzzing passes executed per known path, amount of input space covered.
The steps are illustrated in Figure 6

Figure 6: Incremental process of building robustness testing setup for a chosen interface
4. Discussion

4.1 Targeting lifecycle-long robustness

To aim for realistic security posture for long-lifecycle system it is needed that the security is taken seriously into the account already on the product creation phase with the manufacturer. In practice this means that the manufacturer uses some form of secure development lifecycle (SDLC) in its R&D efforts. Even though this phase would be in order, the end user hast to take active role to target lifecycle-long robustness of the system.

In the role suggested in this paper, the usage and maintenance phases of the lifecycle have to be augmented with periodical threat analysis work, critical and proactive approach with the software updates of different parts of the system and extended robustness testing of the most critical interfaces. The overall process is illustrated in figure 7.

![Figure 7: Lifecycle-Long Robustness testing process](image)

Important factor is the general attitude of being vigilant, and look at the system with the fresh mind after each cycle. This means the manufacturer and the end user should not be caught unaware of the impact of environmental or technological changes to the protected system. Therefore at least some of the lurking black swans could be turned gray, with the time to prepare for the impact.
4.2 Contribution

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) Threat analysis approach adapted from the industry best practices to the end user of Critical Infrastructure system. The data from previous cycles of threat analysis is used during the following periodical iterations to detect and weigh the subtle changes in the system use.

2) A long-term robustness testing concept created to help reducing security debt in extended lifecycle products. The most essential interfaces of a critical system should be on constant scrutiny, using the newest tools possible.

3) Practical discussion of little known but very useful security debt metaphor based on up-to-date literature review. The metaphor is essential to internalize when managing and supporting extended lifecycle products.

4.3 Impacts

When implemented, the process can have following impacts to the CI system maintenance:

- The security posture of the system is better known to the owner and maintainer of the product. Especially the technical and security debts are managed in much more informed fashion.
- The dialogue with the manufacturer regarding the security issues of the product can take place at deeper level. Both manufacturer and the owner know that the reciprocal side is taking the security seriously.
- The end of the system lifecycle is managed in much better and informed way as the update and end-of-life decisions can be made in controlled fashion based on facts.
- More resources are needed for the CI system maintenance. In addition to the personnel costs, the approach adds technical resources necessary for the sustained testing activity.

4.4 Conclusions

The long lifecycle critical infrastructure systems have many challenges. This paper has suggested a solution to two of them: Incompatible life cycles of COTS components and the whole CI system, and the hidden effects of changes of usage and the usage environment of the system. The solutions proposed in this paper are implementing a process of threat analysis that is done in the end users perspective. The analysis would be augmented with the extra insight given the BOM analysis of the software. In addition to that, the selected critical interfaces would be subject to sustained robustness testing effort.
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